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NOTES ON BASIC RINGS
MASARU OSIMA
Every ring R with minimum condition on left ideals can be com-
pletely described by means of a certain semi-primitive subring Sand
a number of positive integers fl' f'J.' ...... , In. By Brauer (see [6J), S
is called the basic ring of R. In this paper, we shall define the basic
rings for rings with milder condition and prove that the main pro-
perties of basic rings are also valid in our general case (Theorems 1
and 3 below).
1. Let R be an arbitrary ring. An element e of R is called an
idempotent if e? = e. Two idempotents e and I are called isomorphic
in R if there exist two elements a and b such that ab = e and ba = f.
We write then e ~ f. This is evidently a reflexive, symmetric, and
transitive relation, by means of which the idempotents are classified
into disjoint classes of isomorphic elements. A class containing an
idempotent e is denoted by C(e). We may assume in the above de-
fin~tion that a E eRf and b EIRe (see [lj).
Two idempotents e and f are isomorphic if and only if the left
ideals Re and RI are R-isomorphic. Further if e ~ f, then two sub-
rings eRe and fRf are isomorphic under the mapping x -+ bxa (x E eRe),
where e = ab, f = ba and a E eRI, bE IRe.
Lemma 1. Let e = e1 + e2 + '" ... + el be a decomposition 01 an
idempotent e into a sum 01 t orthogonal idempotents ei • Similarly let
1 =/1 + I? + + Ito If ei ~ Ii for every i, then e ~/.
Proof. Since ei = Piq; and ft = qrPl (Pi E e1Rfi, ql Ej;Rei), we have
e = pq and 1= qp, where p = ~Pl and q = ~qi.
In what follows we assume that R contains an identity 1. Let
( 1)
be a decomposition of the identity into a sum of orthogonal idem-
potents el,a, such that all et , a; with the same first subscript are iso-
morphic and no two el , a's with different subscripts are isomorphic.
Since et I I ~ ei, a, , there exist two elements C1 , 1a, E ei • 1 Re,. a, and
Ci ,O::1 E ei,.aRei" 1 such that
lOR
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We may set Ci • ll = ej , 1. Further, if we put
From (2) we have ci , ~oJ = ei • oJ • We see easily that
(3 )
Hence the Ci ,et{3 are matrix units for a fixed i, and so {ci ,oJl3} is called
a set of matrix units corresponding to the decomposition (1). It
follows from ei,a-Rej,fJ = C1,a-lRcj.lf3 that
(4 )
If we set ei , 1 = ei and ~ei = e, then eRe is a subring of R with an
identity e. We have from (4)
( 5 )
so that every element a in R is expressed uniquely as
(6 )
Let R* be a second ring with an identity 1* and let
(7 )
be a decomposition of the identity 1* into a sum of orthogonal idem-
potents etet such that ef,a- ~ ef.! and ef.tX ~ eJ.f3 if i*j. We set
et,l = et and ::sef = e*. Suppose that two rings eRe and e*R*e* are
isomorphic under the mapping x ~ x P (x E eRe) such that ef = ef. Let
{eta-fl} be a set of matrix units corresponding to (7). It is easy to
see that
( 8 )
a 2J 2Jci • a-t (ci , letaCJ. /31) CJ.1f3
i • tX j, fl
-- a<i' = 2J ~Ci~tXt(Ci.la-aCJ,fJl)Pcf,lf3
i. oJ J. j3
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gives the isomorphism between Rand R*. Moreover we have
cr. ~f3 = Cl~ ~f3 and alp = ail for every a in eRe.
Now let
( 9)
7~ fm
1 = ~ ~e~.1Ili==l 0:=1
be a second decomposition of the identity of R into orthogonal idem-
potents e~, III such that e;. III ~ es ,(t and let {cl'. 0:f3} be a set of matrix
units corresponding to (9). We set e;,.l = e~ and ~e~ = e'.
Lemma 2. R contains a regular element s which satisfies
e'Re' = s-l(eRe)s.
Proof. By Lemma 1, eL= PiqL, e~ = q;PI and e = pq, e' = qp, where
P = ~ Pi and q = ~ q; • Since e ~ e', eRe and e'Re' are isomorphic
under the mapping x --)- qxp. Hence we see that the mapping
a = ~ ~Cl,a;l(ci.laacJ.f3JcJ.lf3
£ ,a: J.13
-~ alp = ~ ~C:', etl(qci.l~aCj,f3IP)c;, If3
i.o:· J, f3
gives an automorphism of R such that ct, af3 = ct. 1Il{3 and a'P = qap for
every a in eRe. We see that
alp = (~C:,a;lqci,l~)a(~CJ,f3J>C;,lf3).
s, ~ j, f3
If we put s = ~CjJ/nPC~,If3 and t= "bc,',allqc£.la;, thenj,f3 i,a;
st ~CjJfnpe;qCJJlf3
J,f3
~Cj,131Cj.lf3 = ~ej.f3 = l.
j. f3 J, f3
Similarly ts = 1 and so t = S-l. Hence a'P = s-las. In particular,
qap = s-las for a in eRe and c:. alf3 = S-IC£, ~f3s.
Evidently two idempotents e and t-Jet are isomorphic. The con-
verse does not hold generally. But we have from Lemma 2
m
Lemma 3. Let 1 = ~l be a decomposition of the identity of R
l=1
into a sum of orthogonal idempotents fi' If fJ ~ fk, then there exists
a regular element t such that fie = t-1f.j t.
2. In this section we assume that a ring R with an identity
satisfies the following condition:
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(* ) R is decomposed into a direct sum of a finite number of inde-
composable left ideals and this decomposition is unique up to
R-isonwrphisln.
For instance, if R is a ring with mInImUm condition on left
ideals and with an identity, then R satisfies the condition (*).
If R satisfies the condition (*), the identity is decomposed into a
sum of a finite number of orthogonal prhniti'Ve idempotents:
(10)
where ei,(I\ ~ ei ,1 and eL,(I\ $ ej,fJ if i ='f:.j, and this decomposition is
unique up to isomorphism. We put el,l = el •
Lemma 4, The number of classes G(e) of isomorphic idempotents
is finite.
Proof. Let g be an arbitrary idempotent. Then 1 = g + (1 - g),
where g and 1 - g are orthogonal. Hence g is decomposed into a
sum of orthogonal primitive idempotents: g = SgJ and this decom-
position is unique up to isomorphism. Moreover every gj is iso-
morphic to one of el • We denote by St the number of gJ which are
isomorphic to el • Then 0 <Si ~f(i). We say that an idempotent g
is of type (S1, S2' ••.••. , s;,,). or simply of type (s/). Then we see that
two isomorphic idempotents are of same type. The converse is also
true. Hence a (1· 1) correspondence between the classes G(g) and
the systems of positive integers (S1' S2' ••.•.. , SI/), (0~ SI ~f(i» is es·
tablished. Thus the number of classes G(g) is equal to II (1 + f(i».
l
Let Gee) and G(f) be of type (s,) and (tl ) , and let Gfg) and G(h)
be of type (max (SI, ti » and (min (Si, t/». If we define the join and
the meet of C(e) and Cff) by
C(e) u C(f) = G(g) , G(e) nC(f) = C(h),
then the classes of isomorphic idempotents form a lattice L and the
structure of L is determined by a system of positive integers
(f(l), f(2), ... "', f(n».
Let e be an idempotent of type (1, 1, , 1). R CI = eRe is a sub-
ring of R with an identity. e. R O is called the basic ring of R. The
concept of basic ring first appeared in Nakayama [4J p. 617 (see [5J
p. 335 tOO). The basic ring RO is uniquely determined up to iso-
morphism.
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From (5) we have
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By the results obtained in section 1, we have immediately
Theorem 1. The structure of every ring R u)hich satisfies the
condition (*") is completely determined by its basic ring RO and a system
of positive integers (f(l) , f(2), ... "', f(n) ).
Theorem 2. Let R be a ring which satisfies the condition (*).
Suppose that
n fCi)
~ ~e;.~
.=1 ~=l
are two dec01npositions of the identity into a SInn of orthogonal primi-
tive idempotents such that ei,a ~ ei,lJ ei,n; ~ eJ ,f3 alut ei,er, ~ e;,a. If
{ci , a:/3} and {c;, er,f3} are hoo systems of ]natrix units corresponding to
above decompositions of the identity, then there exists a regular element
s such that c;,a:./3 = S- l ci ,a!3s.
Corollary 1. Let a -). aCT be an automorphisrn of R and let er ~ eICCi) .
where iI(I), n(2), ......• n(n) is a permutation of 1, 2.... ''', n. There ex-
ists a regular elelnent s such tllat cr.af3 = s-1c,'1':0,a{3s,
Corollary 2. If two ideJJ1jJotents f and g are isomorphic, then:
there exists a regular eleJJzent s such that g = s-Ijs.
Theorem 3. The basic ring Rtl of R is uniquely determined up-
to inner autonwrphism.
3. We consider a ring with minimum condition on left ideals.
and with an identity.
Lemm:l 5. Let =) be a two-sided ideal of R. If e ~ f and e E 3,
then fE).
Proof. Since e = ab E 3, f = bea E 3.
If ') is a two-sided ideal of R, then 5" = R" n;) = e5e is a two-sided
ideal of R 'J and R')oR = 5, while if ~,t is a two-sided ideal of RI', then
) = R5"R is a two-sided ideal of Rand RO n1 = a", as can easily seen
from (6). Hence 3~ ~II = RO n) gives a (1-1) correspondence between
two-sided ideals of Rand RII.
Lemma 6. Let 3 be a two-sided ideal of R.
where 10 = R' n 5.
Then (R /". )" ~ RO/"o/) - :) ..
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Let N be the radical of R. We denote by R the residue class
ring of R modulo lV. Then
(12) R = R{N = ~ ~Rei,a"
i a,
where every Rei,a is a simple left ideal of R. The radical of R is
Nil = RO nN = e.LVe and
(13)
The basic ring RI' is a semi·primitive ring, since the residue class
ring Rill N° is a direct sum of division rings.
It is well known that two idempotents f and g are isomorphic
in R if and only if 1 and it are isomorphic in R.
We say that two indecomposable left ideals Rf and Rg belong to
the same block if there is a sequence of indecomposable left ideals
Rf = Rfl, Rf.1.' , Rj~, = Rg such that fl = fi and each Rfl has a
composition factor R-isomorphic to one of the composition factors of
Rfl+l' \Vhen Hf and Rg belong to the same block, we say also that
f and g belong to the same block and write f -- g. This is a re-
flexive, symmetrIc, and transitive relation, by means of which the
primitive idempotents are classified into disjoint classes. Evidently if
two primitive idempotents are isomorphic, then they belong to the
same block.
Let R = R 1 + R 2 + + Rs; be the direct decomposition of R
into indecomposable two-sided ideals. It was shown that two primi-
tive idempotents f and g belong to the sanle block if and only if
they belong to the same two·sided component ([3J, see [2J p.74 too).
Theorem 4. Let R* be the residue class ring of R modulo N'!..
Two primitive idempotents e and f belong to the same block if and
only if e* and f* in R* belong to the same block.
Proof. Since the "if" part is obvious, we shall prove the "only
if" part. Let E. be the identity of R.. The E l are the primitive
idempotents of the center Z of R. We have
R* =--= RIN'!. :.= R*Et + R*Et + + R*E/,
where R*E/' are the two-sided ideals of R*. If we can show that
every R*Et is indecomposable, then our proof is complete. Suppose
that one of E1 , say, E 1 is decomposed into a sum of orthogonal idem-
6
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potents fl and f2 such that ft and ft lie in the center of R*. Then
we have ft R*ft = ft R*fl* = 0, so that flRf'!., f2Rfi C N 2• Hence
Now we have for 111 , 112 E N
fl n1 11'!.12 = h fl 12 1 El 112/.1.
(
= f l1l1f 1nJ2 + flnlf~n:!f2 E f1N:;f~.
This impries
since Np = O. Similarly f2 Rfi = O. Consequently Rfl = fl Rand
Rfz = f 2 R are the two-sided ideals and REt = Rft + Rj;. This con-
tradicts to our assumption.
Theorem 5. Let R = R t -+- Rz + + R s be the direct decom-
position of R into indeC01J1pOsable two-sided ideals. Then
is the direct decomposition of R / N2 into indecolnposable lz,oo-sided ideals.
Let V be an R-space. We assume that V satisfies 1. v = v for
v E V. 'I hen we have V = RV = ~ cl , <1\! V. If V is an R -space, then
i, a
eV is an RIl-space and ReV = ~ while if Vo is an R(]-space, then
V = ~ C1• ttl Vo is an R-space under the assumption a(bv) = (ah)v for
1.<1\
a, b E R and v E v: Further we see that eV =:= Vo• Hence V;::: eV
gives a (I -1) correspondence between the R-spaces and the RO-spaces.
Lemma 7. Let lJ be an R-subspace of an R-space V, and let
Via be simple and ~ Rei' Then eV/eTJ~ Rfl el •
Proof. It follows from V = ReV and a = ReU that eU is a
proper subspace of eV. Since eJV = eJU for every j =1= i, we have
eV/eU ~ ROe;.
Theorem 6. Let V be an R-space satisfying the 111illi1nU1Jl condi-
tion and let
V = VI::> V2 ::> ...... ::> V:II ::> (0)
be a composition series for v. Suppose that VA·/ VA-+l ~ Re;. Then
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eV = eVJ :J e~ :J •••••• :J eVIll :J (0)
is a composition series of the RO-space eV, and eVA./eVk + 1 ~ ROe;.
We shall study in a forthcoming paper the connection between
a ring and its basic ring. This problem was studied in [6] in the
case when R is an algebra over an algebraically closed field.
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